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What Was LitLine.org?




Litline.org was a website created for the independent literary community. It represented non-commercial literary presses and magazines. Not only that, it facilitated the opening of bookstores and organized conferences and festivals.

In this materialistic day and age, the terms “art” and “profit” are often interchangeable. Average “art” thrives, while authentic art and artists, who create something of cultural value, can barely pay for their groceries.

Most famous poetry books, plays, and innovative novels around today were not published by large commercial companies. More often than not, the small nonprofit presses that encourage artists and their work, are responsible for the publication.

This is the reason LitLine.org was created in the first place. It served the independent literary community as a facilitator – making links and websites relating to all things literary.

Alas, in early 2020, during the first outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic, Litline.org ran out of funds and could no longer support the artists they wished to promote. Here, at Ereads.com, we are not exactly too happy about it. Simply put, it’s just another victory for commercially driven art.

To celebrate Litline.org and its achievements, here are some articles that celebrate poetry in all its forms. Long live true art!

25 Best Poetry Books Ever

10 Best Mary Oliver Books

5 Best Charles Bukowski Books

5 Best Shel Silverstein Books

8 Best Romance Books Ever














 






Michael Englert 





Michael is a graduate of cultural studies and history. He enjoys a good bottle of wine and (surprise, surprise) reading. As a small-town librarian, he is currently relishing the silence and peaceful atmosphere that is prevailing.








 




 













 

Hello everyone! We are a bunch of book enthusiasts who enjoy reading books and writing about them. We really hope that you will enjoy our little blog. And just to let you know, we might make a dollar or two out of the Amazon affiliate links posted around the website. Thank You for Your support! It means the world to us!

Also, after we registered the Ereads.com domain, we realized that it used to belong to a certain publishing company. Thus this little disclaimer – Ereads.com is not affiliated with E-Reads publishing, Open Road Integrated Media, Nook Digital or Barnes & Noble in any way.
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